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The totally real algebraic number field F of degree 6 with

Galois group A6 and minimum discriminant is determined. It

is unique up to isomorphy, and is generated by a root of the

polynomial t6 � 24t4 + 21t2 + 9t+ 1 over the rationals. We

also give an integral basis and list the fundamental units and

class number of F .

In [Ford and Pohst 1992] we gave details of acomputation to determine the (unique) totally realalgebraic number �eld of degree 6 having Galoisgroup A5 and minimum discriminant. There weindicated how the same computation could be ex-tended to give the totally real sextic �eld with Ga-lois group A6 of minimum discriminant. This com-putation has now been completed.
Theorem. The smallest possible discriminant for atotally real A6 extension of degree 6 is 130412 =170 067 681. There is, up to isomorphy, exactly one�eld F of that discriminant. It is generated by aroot � of the polynomialt6 � 24t4 + 21t2 + 9t+ 1:The class number of F is 1. An integral basis forF is given by1; �; �2; �3; ! = � 23 � 13�2 + 13�4; �!:A system of fundamental units for F is"1= �"2=2+7��7�2�15�3+!+2�!"3=55+427�+145�2�466�3�19!+61�!"4=258+1217�+245�2�1263�3�32!+165�!"5=320+2467�+817�2�2711�3�107!+355�!:
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As in the previous paper we searched for a gener-ating element � of the �eld, governed by the in-equality Tr(�2) � 32 + ( 43B)1=5 = ~B, where B is anupper bound on the �eld discriminant.The computations were performed on a Digi-tal VaxSystem 4000-90 computer in the Depart-ment of Computer Science at Concordia University.The calculations took about 25.28 CPU-hours toreach the bound ~B = 34|the limit used in [Fordand Pohst 1992]|and about 529.13 CPU-hours toreach the bound ~B = 48, which su�ces to provethe theorem.The table opposite lists de�ning polynomials and�eld discriminants for all A6 extension �elds dis-covered in the course of our search. For each dis-criminant, there is only one �eld up to isomorphy.
REFERENCES[Ford and Pohst 1992] D. Ford and M. Pohst, \TheTotally Real A5 Extension of Degree 6 with Mini-mum Discriminant", Experimental Math. 1 (1992),231{235.
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